
Welcome to 
MetMUNC

Delegate 
Training!!

Join our REMIND: Text 
@METMUN to 81010



Review!
What point do you arise if 

you would like to ask a 

question to someone on 

the speakers list?

Point of Information



Review!

What point would a 

delegate with a question 

for the chairpeople raise?

Point of Inquiry



Review!
What point would you 

raise if you are unsure 

what a delegate is asking 

you?

Point of Clarification



Review!
What point would you 

rise if you believe the 

Chairs have not followed 

Parliamentary 

Procedure?

Point of 

Order/Parliamentary 

Procedure



Review!
What point would you 

arise if you needed to use 

the restroom, open a 

window, make an 

important phone call, etc.?

Point of Personal 

Privilege



Review!

What motions are used in 

debate in order?

1. Motion to Open Debate

2. Motion to Set the 
Agenda

4. Motion to Set the 
Speaker’s Time

3. Motion to Open the 
Speaker’s List

5. Motion to be Added to 
the Speaker’s List



Review!

What is a moderated 

caucus?

● Stay in seats

● Classroom-style

● Chair calls on one 

person at a time

● Conversation-like 



Review!

How do you motion for a 

moderated caucus?

Motion for a 

moderated caucus for 

__x__ minutes with a 

speaking time of __y__

to discuss __z__.



Review!

Why may a moderated 

caucus be used?

● To focus on a subtopic

● Once most everyone 

wishing to speak on the 

speaker’s list has done 

so

● To get away from 

redundancy



What is an unmoderated caucus?
● Open debate setting

○ Delegates get up from their seats and talk with different delegates around 

the room 

● Unmods are used:

○ To discuss solutions more in depth with specific people

○ To form blocs

○ To start resolutions and working papers (you will learn about resolutions 

later on)



Motioning for an unmod.
Motion for an unmoderated caucus [to discuss X] for  Y  minutes

● X is only used by some chairs that will ask you to specify why 

you want an unmod., not truly necessary

● Y refers to the total amount of time

○ Usually ranges from 5 to 15 minutes



Some key things to know:
● Passing notes is another way of talking to specific delegates, but do not 

take advantage of this privilege!

● Bloc: a combination of nations sharing the same ideas on a topic

● The order of debate will typically be:

○ Speaker’s List→ Mod→ Unmod 

○ Once in mods and unmods (which  will occur frequently on and off), speaker’s 

list typically becomes less common when working paper’s are underway



Topics
1. Kneeling in the NFL
2. What should the role of the United States be in Hurricane 

Irma relief in Puerto Rico?
3. Should Harriet Tubman replace Andrew Jackson on the $20 

bill? 
4. Should the second amendment (right to bear arms) be 

repealed?
5. Is health care a privilege or a right?


